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SGI PGI: "At last, the person who cannot
stand the almost-extreme power of the Holy
Dragon, the one who thirsts for blood, has
appeared. For now, few people know of you.
And you still hide your identity." "When the
people who are still unfamiliar with you and
the Magic Code of the Elden Ring are
trapped in a dangerous place and even
damaged, I felt a sense of oppression, and
the desire to seek revenge began to
move..." "And then, the man who wanted to
kill the legendary hero who sought to regain
the lost magic attacked you. I did not think
of you, but, one day, I realized that it was
the woman who killed the legendary hero
that was here. The woman whose name I do
not know, the woman who I do not know, I
would like to have blood for her..." SGI PGI:
May 2008. By: NEO INNOCENT Original
concept and design: Gjermund Haegheim
Producer: Rojan Aziz Graphics: Jakob
Bluskar Sound: Tore Tafjord Translation:
Mila Cholic Additional hand-work: Rune
Groven Esper A game produced and
published by GSC In order to see the facial
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expression of the face of the character
'Tarnished', the game server must have a
Pidgin v.2.8.1 or higher. (If the country does
not support the game in Pidgin v.2.8.1 or
higher, please contact us at GSC customer
support service.) © 2008 GSC, Inc. All rights
reserved. TRUST As an online online game,
we have launched a security system that
checks for abnormal activity on your
account. If an abnormality is detected, we
will inform you of your account's activity in
an appropriate manner. Upon knowing that
we have no reason to suspect that there is
any danger, it is possible to directly proceed
to any of our online games. If, however, we
have reason to suspect that there is danger,
we will inform you of your account's
activity. GSC will always protect your
personal information. We sincerely
apologize for any inconvenience

Features Key:

A world at the cusp of the boundaries of life and death.

A distinctive and unique story in which the player's actions are driven by their
personal history and feelings toward their Lord, and the role that they choose for
themselves is the driver for change.

An open world where the player can freely control their character, where every
world is different and a mystery.
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City politics, moody NPCs, and dramatic confrontations, where your actions not
only impact your own character, but also those around you.

Sudden reminders of your destiny (with nothing dull, predictable, or linear), a
world where your actions and experience alter your journey.

A deep, three-dimensional combat system, where the battle plays out with
multiple phases, techniques and approaches where decisions and a sense of
strategy must be made carefully.

A rich combative combat system that lets you enjoy the thrill of your sword and
spear fighting in real time.

Shared character progression, where you can virtually tailor your character,
equip them with the perfect pieces of equipment, and learn new skills at your
leisure.

A unique, action RPG atmosphere enhanced by exhilarating combat that plays
back in real time.

Innovative Elden Ring growth system, where powerful bonded weapons increase
your wisdom to apply the full power of the arcane in battle.

Built in the cloud, online play that lets you generate new cities and adventures
while playing with the seamless online feature.

Gorgeous hand-drawn art created by the virtual studio "90º KINGDOM".

Ear-ripping soundtrack by the virtual studio "Vicarious Visions" and Kiyoe
Yoshikawa ("Super Robot Wars 2"),
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